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Anne Gray
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NOTICE TO
CONTRIBUTORS
Promerops, the magazine of the Cape
Bird Club, is published four times
a year. It is meant to be by all the
members, for all the members. So
it is YOUR magazine to use. Many
members submitted interesting items
for this issue and the editors convey
their sincere thanks to all concerned.
Contributions are invited from
members in English or Afrikaans on
birdwatching, bird sightings, bird
observations, news, views, projects,
etc., particularly in the Southwestern
Cape. The abbreviations to use are:
Roberts’ Birds of Southern Africa
(2005) - Roberts’ 7
Atlas of the Birds of the Southwestern
Cape (Hockey et al.1989) - SW Cape
Bird Atlas
English names should be those used
in Roberts’ 7, Afrikaans names as in
Roberts’ 6. Receipt of contributions
will generally not be acknowledged
and they may or may not be used at
the sole discretion of the editors.

Promerops contributions may be sent by e-mail to
ottoschmidt@telkomsa.net or johobbs@lantic.net
or fax to (021) 981-1275 or by post
to PO Box 8, Brackenfell, 7561
Deadline for September issue - 16 July 2014

EDITING & PRODUCTION:
Otto Schmidt Jo Hobbs

.

FRONT COVER: The beautiful Red-throated Bee-eater in Mole National Park was one of eight
bee-eater species seen on the club’s Ghana adventure.
Photo: Otto Schmidt
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EDITORIAL

I

n early March Sandy and I were part of a birding group in southern Mozambique. It was a
great trip and our first experience of birding in this area, so a number of new species were
seen, always an exciting event. A particular highlight was our group finding the first described
nest of the Eastern Green Tinkerbird, a species “rediscovered” in southern Africa early in 2013
after a gap of over 50 years. Although we greatly enjoyed the beautiful coastline and the forests,
habitat destruction and particularly deforestation was very apparent, as it was on the Cape Bird
Club’s trip to Ghana in November last year – see Part 2 of Mel Tripp’s report on page 23.

Apart from logging, frequently illegal, the continent’s burgeoning population places enormous
pressure on nature, and a statistic such as a 261% population increase in the last 50 years in Ghana
shows that the natural environment cannot sustain this type of pressure. Although there are many
conservation organisations doing their best to combat this devastation, it would appear that if you have
a particular birding “bucket-list”, try to fulfil it sooner rather than later.
Several long-standing members of the club’s main committee stood down at the March AGM, but we are
sure that they will continue to be active “behind the scenes”. We welcome the new committee members
and wish them well for the year ahead. Also, following on my comment in the March editorial, outgoing
chairman Vernon Head’s AGM report confirmed that your editors will be stepping down from the end of
this year. After 17 years we feel we deserve a break, and Promerops No.300 seemed a most appropriate
time to hand over to an new editorial team with fresh ideas which will hopefully keep your magazine in
the forefront of southern African bird club publications. Any members who feel that they might like to give
the role of editor a try, we are sure the main committee would welcome you making contact.
Otto Schmidt
forward to meeting you at one of our evening
meetings. Please introduce yourselves to Gill or
Joan at the entrance table on arrival and stay
afterwards for a cup of tea or coffee.

CLUB NEWS
A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

The incoming chairman, Sean de Nobrega,
was introduced to members at our May meeting
and we thank him for stepping into the breach
(and into Vernon’s shoes). Our good wishes go to
him and the new committee in the year ahead.

Please join us in welcoming the following new
members to the Club:
Sean de Nobrega, West Beach
Suzanne Hotz, Wynberg
Noelle Tubbs, Rondebosch
Victor & Deidre Crouser, Table View
Antoinette Swart, Milnerton
Anneke, Ilse & Ansela Sloman, Vredehoek
Andrew & Loraine Codd
and family, Claremont
Sue Bellinger, West Coast Village
Peter & Sandy Hills, Wynberg
Anne & Tony Taylor, Kenilworth
William & Susan Platt, Green Point
Cliff Dorse & Andrea Weiss
have rejoined the club

IN THIS ISSUE
Letter to the editor ……...……………...…. 4
Chairman’s AGM report and farewell ….... 4
Conservation AGM report and news …...... 8
Club news …………………...….......……. 10
Garden sunbird project ……….....……… 13
Kirstenbosch owls …………….....………. 14
Members’ observations ………….....…… 16
Sightings …………...…………........….…. 20
The Ghana adventure – Part 2 ……......… 23
Club activities …………………........……. 27
Programme ………………….......……….. 30

We hope you will enjoy taking part in some of
our activities in the coming year. Do join us on our
field outings as these will give you the opportunity
to visit new places and get acquainted with some
new birds and make new friends. We also look
3
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

AGM REPORTS 2014

SOME FURTHER MEMORIES
OF JAN HOFMEYR

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 2014
February 2013 until March 2014
“May my heart always be open to the little
birds who are the secrets of living”.

I read with interest the tribute in Promerops 297
to our good friend Jan Hofmeyr. He was certainly
a man of many interests. I was however surprised
to notice that no mention was made of his one
other important achievement, the founding of
the Somerset West Bird Club in August 1988.

These are the words of the great poet EE
Cummings; he is reminding us about the little
things, the many, many little things that make up a
life, the fleeting things that together, when added
up, give meaning to living.

The inaugural meeting was held in Somerset
West at the home of the late Gavin Lamont.
The Committee was to consist of a Chairman
(Dr Gavin Lamont), a Secretary (myself) and a
Treasurer (Terry Robinson). Several other wellknown birders who attended this meeting were
Ben Kakebeeke, the late John Martin and the
late Nico Myburgh. The first evening meeting of
the club was held on Thursday, 25 August 1988
in the Herbarium of the Helderberg Nature
Reserve (HNR). It got off to a good start with an
excellent slide show by Nico Myburgh on “Birds
of the Helderberg”.

Do you remember the first time you went
birdwatching, the day, the moment, the
first bird? I do. I was seven. I was with my
grandfather, on his farm, and it was raining
softly; we watched a Burchell’s Coucal. It was
all new. And it changed my life.
Do you remember the first time you wanted
to know more than just the name of the bird
you were looking at, when you wanted to
understand what it was doing and why it was
doing it, when your birdwatching changed from
just watching to truly seeing?

Jan also did bird ringing in the HNR – a
project started by Mike and Liz Fraser. I used to
accompany him sometimes to check the mist
nets. I realized what a cool, calm, kind and
thoughtful person Jan was when I told him that
I could not take birds out of the nets for fear of
injuring them. I enjoyed entering the particulars
in the record book, but that was all! He just
smiled and said nothing!

Do you remember when just identifying a bird
in a field guide was no longer enough for you,
when you wanted more, when you wanted to
make personal notes, observations, contributions?
I do. I was twelve and on a rugby tour to the
Boland. I was in Ceres, and in front of me was
the nest of a Southern Double-collared Sunbird: a
mysterious nest, eggs, sounds, colours, reflections,
shapes and remarkable displays.

He was invited to attend the special dinner
at the HNR restaurant on 4 December 2009, and
to make a speech to celebrate the 21st Birthday
of the Somerset West Bird Club. Sadly though,
he could not do the same when we held a “braai
evening”, also at the Reserve, on 6 December
2013, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
Club, having passed away after a long illness on
23 October 2013.

Do you remember the first time you noticed
a bird calling, singing perhaps, and you forever
linked that bird to its call, and then, after some
practice – after much practice – you began to link
the calls of many birds to their names? Do you
remember those powerful connections?
Do you remember going into a forest, a field,
alongside a farm dam, or up a fynbos mountain
kloof, and realising – for the first time – that you
had the ability to predict the suite of bird species
you might find there? Do you remember how
carefully you looked at that habitat, how you
appreciated it, how you understood it, reading it
like you would a novel, a story so rich?

However he was remembered by all of
us that evening for everything he had done to
get the Club into ‘flight”. After all, it had been
his “brain wave” to start the club, now a very
friendly and successful one, all those years ago.

Do you remember the first time you realised
that there were other people like you, watchers of

Sheila Walker
June 2014
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CHAIRMAN'S

R20 000.00 for the Club at last year’s “theatrical
extravaganza” at the Theatre on the Bay (well
done Helen!); we also thank our very skilled
treasurer Julian Hare; Dave Whitelaw, chair
of our Conservation Committee; Anne Gray
our head of functions and fundraising; Priscilla
Beeton, chair of our Courses Committee;
Mike Saunders, our outings coordinator;
Mervyn Wetmore, our e-newsletter editor, and
Johan Schlebusch, chair of our International
Camps Committee, strategic thinker and
planner extraordinaire.

REPORT CONTINUED

Before I go I want to say thank you.
The Western Cape Birding Forum continues
to represent us: the dedicated team addresses
major conservation issues, coordinates inter-club
activities and promotes birdwatching among
the broader community. We sincerely thank
Sylvia Ledgard, the honorary secretary, Sakkie
Krynauw, the honorary treasurer, Anne Gray
the head of public relations and fundraising,
Dave Whitelaw the head of the conservation
sub-committee, Peter Nupen the SABAP2
coordinator, and the many other representatives
from all the clubs in the region. This Forum has
grown from strength to strength over the last
eleven years, it is making a difference. 2014 saw
our first weekend conference, a historic event
held at West Coast National Park, with every bird
club in the Western Cape represented: over 60
delegates. There is much for us to be proud of.

It is with sadness that I announce the
retirement from the Committee of Dave
Whitelaw – who has served us in his capacity
as chair of the Conservation Committee for over
two decades, he is indeed the embodiment of
both philanthropy and dedication – we thank
you and honour you tonight, Sir.
Anne Gray will also be stepping down after
fifteen years on the Committee – you are truly a
Cape Bird Club legend, my friend.

And so to our own Cape Bird Club. As we
reflect on the year gone by we must remember
those who have sadly passed away, and we
make particular mention of Jan Hofmeyr,
past-Chairman and Honorary Life member of
the Cape Bird Club. Jan was a mentor to me
personally, serving with me on a number of
committees over the years. He is indeed in our
thoughts tonight, and in that way he will remain
at part of our Club and its special story.

I must further announce that Mervyn
Wetmore and Mike Saunders will also be
stepping down from the Committee; we thank
them for the years of commitment and the
high level of self-sacrifice they have shown in
administering their respective portfolios.
Of course we must not forget our ViceChairperson Heather Howell. Heather is
uniquely talented and even fearless, some might
say, as she steps forward, time and time again,
seizing challenge after challenge, battling crisis
after crisis. Over the last couple of years I have
had to lean on her heavily and she has always
been there, ready to take the great weight.
Tonight I also announce Heather’s retirement
from the Committee – you have left an important
mark, you have helped shape a new direction,
you have committed yourself selflessly, you will
never be forgotten.

We must thank our editors of Promerops, Jo
Hobbs and Otto Schmidt for yet another year of
excellence in the demanding world of publishing.
The magazine you have in your postboxes
presently will be their fourth last issue. The end of
the year issue – Promerops No. 300 – will be their
last. After many years of gifted stewardship, this
talented duo is stepping away from the presses
and the ink, it is now their time to go birdwatching
again. Although they will be with us, hard at work,
fulfilling their obligations dutifully for the rest of
the year, it is my singular honour to thank them
now, as I will not get another chance to do so
formally. My thank you is perhaps premature, but
it is nevertheless profound and deeply sincere.

From time to time during every year our
Honorary President sends me emails of advice,
or perhaps calls me aside at evening meetings
whispering astute words dripping with
acumen. His quiet diplomacy rivals the very
best of the best, his experience in matters of
our club remains unsurpassed. If this Club ever
had a living legend it would be the Venerable
Peter Steyn.

We must pay tribute to our Main Committee:
our honorary secretary Helen Fenwick, who must
be specially congratulated for her Herculean
feat of virtually single-handedly raising almost
June 2014
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Many non-committee members also play a valuable
part in the running of our Club.

We thank Des and Mary Frylinck for managing
our CDs, tapes and cards shop.

We
thank
Sylvia
Ledgard,
our
Information
Officer,
who
answers
the
Club's
telephone
and
patiently
deals
with queries at all hours. She is often our Club's
first contact with new members.

We thank Frank Hallett and Paddy Reilly, our
sound experts, for plugging us in and wiring us up
at evening meetings.

We thank our Courses Committee of Priscilla
Beeton, Janet Hallett, Mervyn Wetmore, Judith
Crosswell, Gill Ford, Joan Ackroyd and Mel Tripp.
We also thank all the many helpers behind the
scenes.

We thank Merle Chalton for leading the
monthly Rondevlei outings.

We thank our International Camps Committee
of Johan Schlebusch, Otto Schmidt and Mel Tripp.
Their hard work planning a successful expedition
to Ghana last year lays fertile ground for more
adventures to come in the near future!

We thank Dick Barnes, Eric Barnes and Yvonne
Weiss for many years of organising monthly bird
counts at Strandfontein, Wildevoëlvlei and Paarl,
Gavin Lawson for the monthly Zandvlei hacks
and quarterly counts, and John Magner for the
monthly Kirstenbosch counts.

We thank Mary Debrick for assisting Julian
Hare with our financial matters.

We thank Paul and Cathy Jenkins for their
work at our general retail and memorabilia table.

We thank Joan Ackroyd for her tireless work
dealing with the many membership issues and in
addition we thank her and Gill Ford for managing
our reception desk, welcoming guests to our
evening meetings, courses and other events.

We thank John Fincham for managing our slide
library and his input with regard to environmental
matters in the Paarl environs.
We thank Felicity Ellmore for monitoring and
preparing our Sightings Column in Promerops.

We thank our Webmaster, Gavin Lawson, for
his many years of dedicated work on our website
and for constantly refreshing it with new items of
interest.

And we thank the many volunteers who
prepare teas, coffees and biscuits at our many
meetings and events.

We thank Helm van Zijl for representing us
for another year on the committee of the Royal
Ascot Conservation Area (RACA).

Ladies and gentlemen, there is an exciting
change ahead for our Club, new faces, new
personalities, new skills are about to step up and
lead you forward. Memories are on the move
again. A freshness is in the air.

We thank Charles Saunders for the
considerable effort he puts into meticulously
planning all our camps.

Thank you for all that you have done for me.

We thank Gavin and Anne Greig for selling
so many books – last year I think was a record in
sales – well done!

As chairman, I now say goodbye.
Vernon Head

HOERIKWAGGO (THE MOUNTAIN OF THE SEA)
A HALF DAY COURSE BY JIM HALLINAN
Saturday 23rd August 2014

8:30 for 9:00 until 13:00

The relationship between Table Mountain and the surrounding seas gives rise to the life-giving waters
that made human settlement and the early development of Cape Town possible,
at this Cape of Good Hope.
Jim Hallinan is a heritage specialist in Cape Town. He is well known for his excellent presentations on
heritage and natural history topics in our city.
See the enclosed flyer for more details. For additional information or bookings contact Judith
Crosswell at 021 671 1787 (after 7p.m.) or by e-mail: judith@kingsley.co.za
7
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Knysna Warbler. If this audience was asked
what was the most threatened bird species in
the peninsula, I‘m sure many would answer the
African (Jackass) Penguin. However there is an
argument to be made that it is in fact the Knysna
Warbler. Cliff Dorse has been collecting data
on its previous distribution and in the coming
breeding season we shall be visiting the sites
where it was previously recorded to determine
whether it is still around. Then the big question
will need to be answered: “Is it possible to
alter the habitat in these areas, to make it more
“warbler friendly”?

MORE AGM REPORTS 2014
CBC CONSERVATION
COMMITTEE REPORT – 2013/14
Tonight I intend taking a different approach
to your committee’s activities, and instead of
looking at past events I will talk briefly about
what we’d like to achieve in the coming year.
Philippi Agricultural Area. Few of you will
be unaware of the importance of this area to
birding. Large areas are in fact seasonal wetlands.
However the area is beset with problems
including illegal dumping, poor financial returns
and crime. There is also encroachment into the
area by informal settlements and the threatened
housing schemes as well as mining.

Fynbos “stepping stones”. Much has been
written about providing “stepping stones” in the
urban environment to allow species to move
between areas of natural habitat. The City Council
has embarked on such a project to attempt to
connect Muizenberg Mountain with Rondevlei.
Eight schools have been identified where fynbos
will be introduced and the bird populations
will be monitored to determine just how this
has affected bird movement. We are hoping to
include a strong educational element and the
learners at these schools are being provided with
bird charts to enable them to identify the birds.
We’re looking for volunteers to take a school
under their “wing” and assist learners in their early
steps as birders.

In addition some farmers complain of
flooding and the fact that this delays planting. To
them the wetlands are a nuisance. Despite this
there are many farmers who are more tolerant
and accept the birds and welcome birders. The
committee is keen to document the scope of
the birds which occur there, and a team led by
Simon Fogarty has made contact with a number
of these farmers and make regular bird counts.
We are also in contact with a number of
authorities to investigate whether there is any
way in which we could enable these farmers
to be “rewarded” in financial terms for their
“bird friendliness”. I shall not discuss this aspect
further as it is in its early stages but you’ll be
hearing a lot more about this area during the
course of the year.

That will be where much of our energy will
be focused in the coming year. So, in addition
to our existing projects we have an interesting
year ahead of us.
Dave Whitelaw

Sewage Works. The conservation committee
is no stranger to sewage works, and our main
focus has been on Strandfontein. However,
there are other sewage works and our enquiries
at Athlone and Mitchell’s Plain sewage works
were enthusiastically received. The staff at both
sites were keen to learn more, and regular
counts at these two works are now being carried
out. We’ve also had requests to deliver talks to
their staff to inform them about the birdlife on
their sites. In addition, the Mitchell’s Plain site
is undergoing extensive renovation and the
staff has indicated that they would be keen to
structure their pans to be as bird friendly as
possible. Once that stage is reached we will be
on hand to advise them.
June 2014
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Introducing our hardworking
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
MEMBERS:
Dave Whitelaw (chairman)
Felicity Ellmore (secretary)
Cliff Dorse
Suretha Dorse
Simon Fogarty
Doug Harebottle
Gavin Lawson
Shaun Overmeyer
To find out more about their activities and
current projects you can visit our website,
www.capebirdclub.org.za and scroll down
to “Conservation”.
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CONSERVATION NEWS
STRANDFONTEIN ANNUAL BIRD WALK

Tim Foxen

After many months of planning, the second bird
walk took place at Strandfontein (now the False
Bay Eco Park) on Saturday 12th of April. Again
it was very successful, with more than double
the number of participants this year, and more
exhibits and prizes.
The countdown began the previous day with
a number of small details such as packing the
lucky draw prizes, and a number of big details
like pitching the Bedouin tent. A security guard
had to be hired to ensure the tent was in place
the next morning!

Participants completing the quiz forms
at one of the tables along the route.

400 of them (last year we had just over 200).
One only had to read their body language as
they plodded or sprinted back to the exhibition
area after the walk. Young and old had enjoyed
themselves. The exhibits attracted a lot of
attention – with Burmese pythons to stroke, Black
Eagles to admire, bird specimens and amphibian
demonstrations to view, and local food from
Philippi to enjoy, while waiting for the free fish
and chips generously supplied by John Dory.

And the morning of the Walk began for
the organisers at 7am, with frenetic erecting
of gazebos, ferrying of chairs and tables for
registration, and gathering of individuals who
manned the check points on the route. It was
pleasing to see that all the check points were
manned by CBC volunteers. A big thank you
is due to those of you who gave up a Saturday
morning to assist.*

However the rescue services stole the
show for the children, with their fire fighting
demonstration. This took the form of spraying
high power hoses over and at the large crowd
of mainly but not exclusively children. The cool
water and foam on a hot day was welcomed and
provided much entertainment.

Behind the scenes there had been
preparations to ensure that all the regulations
were complied with, that security and rescue
services were in place and that exhibitors were
contacted and had a place to exhibit their wares.
Most importantly, a major publicity campaign
was launched at schools and at public amenities
such as libraries and municipal offices. Sadly the
local press did not support us as we had hoped.

And what of the prizes? These were varied
and in some cases valuable - top prize was an
overnight camp at Rondevlei for one of the
schools that had pre-registered. Other prizes
included tickets to the Aquarium, hotboxes,
botanical books and numerous lucky packets.
The object of this exercise was to make the
younger generation (and perhaps their parents)
realise that Strandfontein and its bird life is there
to enjoy and protect.

What of the participants? Despite the heat
(and it did catch us unawares from a water point
of view) they arrived in large numbers, well over

And next year? We’re already talking about it,
so be aware that come next March or April we’ll
be hoping that CBC members will again volunteer
to assist and we’ll hopefully have double the
attendance once more.
Estie Strydom

Dave Whitelaw
* Many thanks to the CBC volunteers who manned
the Quiz tables along the route: Mel Tripp, Celia
Wolfe, Ann White, Kaye Foskett, Fazlyn Fester, John
Fincham, Jo Hobbs and Ionè Vanderwalt (TBC).

The start of the Bird Walk.

9
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

CLUB NEWS

A REMINDER
If you are in arrears with your
membership renewal this could
well be your last Promerops,
so please don’t delay! Slow
payers risk being written off the
Birdlife and CBC membership
lists and subscribers may miss a
copy of African Birdlife.

THANKS FOR DONATIONS!
DONATIONS via BLSA:
BLSA has sent us details of donations to CBC
which they received in January, February
and March and our special thanks go to the
following members for their generosity:
Judge CT Howie, Mr D Cope, Mr & Mrs S Fogarty.

Electronic Invoices: Members with valid
e-mail addresses are now receiving their
invoices electronically through the post so
as to overcome the problem of mail losses
and delays. You can expect to receive your
invoice approximately 3 weeks before your
anniversary date. Please be sure to contact
BirdLife at membership@birdlife.org.za if you
change your e-mail address, with a copy also to
ackroyd.joan@broadwalk-mews.co.za

We would also like to thank Dr RD Barnes,
Mrs SM Green, Dr FJ Potgieter, Mr PD Morant,
Mr SE Mills, Mrs BD Allsop, Ms CD Leslie,
Miss MC Sandrock, Mrs MM van der Spuy, Mr
OP Gush and Dr M Nichol for their generous
contributions which are much appreciated.
Please remember that if you pay your
subscription by EFT and include a donation,
it is important to inform BLSA that it is
intended for CBC so that it can be correctly
allocated to our club.

Address changes: Please notify BirdLife
promptly by email or by post at PO Box 515
Randburg 2125 or fax to 011 789 5188 or your
next Promerops may go astray!

PROMEROPS &
CONSERVATION DONATIONS:

Payment queries: You can telephone 011
789 1122 or email membership@birdlife.org.
za. Alternatively telephone Joan Ackroyd on
021 530 4435 or e-mail ackroyd.joan@
broadwalk-mews.co.za

Please remember that donations for Promerops
production costs or for our various Conservation
Projects can be made by EFT or direct deposit
into our Cape Bird Club account at Nedbank,
Claremont, No. 1046 380400, Code 104609.
Please use the reference “Prom” or “Cons”
plus your name to ensure correct allocation

IMPORTANT NOTE:
For security reasons payment by cheque can
unfortunately no longer be accepted.

HOW ABOUT A WEEKEND IN THE KAROO
NATIONAL PARK?

When making your payment to BLSA by EFT
or direct Bank Deposit please ensure that you
quote your membership number as reference.
Without this it is sometimes impossible to match
up payments with the correct number. If your
payment cannot be correctly allocated you
could eventually be written off as “unpaid” or
“lapsed” and we really don’t want to lose you!

The SANParks Honorary Rangers (Karoo Region)
invite you to join them at the Sasol/Stretton's
Birding Weekend in the Karoo National Park
from 24 to 26 October 2014.
These weekends are very popular and
numbers are limited, so book promptly not later
than 30 September 2014. A full programme
has been arranged for Saturday, followed by a
gala dinner, prize giving and lucky draw, with
a presentation by Vernon Head, chairman of
BirdLife SA. To book or to obtain more details
contact Japie Claassen at Tel. 023 414 2980 or
Cell 083 724 7916 or by email karoobirding@
beaufortwest.net
June 2014
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Payments to be made to BirdLife South
Africa, Account No. 620 6750 6281, FNB,
Randburg Branch, Code 25 40 05. Reference
your Membership Number.
Our CBC membership secretary, Joan Ackroyd,
can be contacted at 021 530 4435 and is always
ready to sort out any problems for you.
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GETTING TO KNOW WEAVERS

GIVE A STARLING A HOME!

A different weaver species is featured every
Wednesday on the Animal Demography Unit
(ADU) website called Weaver Watch and
copied to Facebook. Each species includes a
distribution map, illustrations of the bird and
usually a nest or other feature of interest. This
has been running for almost two years, and 80%
of the world's 117 weaver species has been
covered. To browse these species texts, see a full
list at http://weavers.adu.org.za/species.php.
You can also click on the link at the bottom of
a species text to run through previous species.
This site now contains more information about
most weaver species than Wikipedia does.

As most of us already know, the Common
Starling is not indigenous to South Africa but
was introduced to Cape Town from Britain in the
early 1900's. It has been one of the commonest
species to be seen in the UK so it was surprising
to read this comment in November 2013 issue
of the RSPB e-newsletter:
If you’ve seen the huge numbers of
starlings swirling round in massive
murmurations at this time of year you’d
be forgiven for thinking that starlings
were doing rather well. This is far from
the truth however. Lack of suitable nest
spaces is part of the reason for a 66 %
decline since the 1960s.

You can contribute to our knowledge
of weavers by submitting photos of nests to
PHOWN (Photos of Weaver Nests) at http://
weavers.adu.org.za/phown.php. PHOWN is a
citizen science project of the ADU to collect and
monitor breeding distributions and colony sizes
of weaver birds globally. To take part, register
and upload records at http://vmus.adu.org.
za, where you can also upload photographic
records of butterflies, mammals, scorpions and
other taxa.

They go on to say that their members can help,
simply by putting up a starling nestbox in their
garden. A website link offers “beautifully handcrafted FSC timber starling nestboxes” at a cost of
£21.99. Well, well - our own starlings don’t seem
to see any need for such luxury accommodation!
Because of this dramatic decline in numbers in
Britain the starling is now red-listed there as a
bird of high conservation concern.

WEEKEND CAMP
Beloftebos farm in Stanford – 19th to 21st September
Stanford requires little introduction as a major tourism destination in the Western Cape and we will be spending
the weekend at the beautiful Beloftebos farm which is located close to the Salmonsdam Nature Reserve.
Apart from birding there will hopefully be time to visit Klein River Cheese, Birkenhead Breweries
and a host of other delights. By the time you read this it will be known if we have managed to organise a
2 – 3 hour birding trip on the Klein River on board the birder-friendly River Rat.
Beloftebos is primarily a wedding venue and, accordingly, has very well appointed cottages of which we will be
occupying three. Please note that 6 pax will be required to sleep in loft type accommodation – one of 2 pax and
one of 4 pax. Consideration will be given to ensuring that the less agile folk will be accommodated at ground
level! All linen and towels are provided.
Cost for the weekend is R 340-00, but please also budget on an additional R 100-00 to cover
the cost of the possible River Rat cruise.
Bookings will be confirmed on a first come first served basis, but may need some juggling to fit in with the facilities
available. Book early, do not pay any monies and you will be advised if and when you need to pay. This camp is
once again going to be in high demand and there is only space for 22 pax.
Mail Charles on charles@lightswitched.com to book.
Please note that your reservation will only be confirmed once your payment reflects in the Club bank
account. Should you decide to pull out of the camp at any future date it will be your responsibility to find a
replacement for yourself and others in your group who might decide not to come. You will be advised who
to contact in terms of the waiting list. Failure to do so will result in your not being refunded.
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CLUB NEWS

CBC BOOKSHOP
NEW BOOKS AND SPECIAL OFFERS

PLEASE REMEMBER TO QUOTE YOUR
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER WHEN PAYING
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BY EFT OR
DIRECT DEPOSIT

Allow a little extra time to browse at our
book table when you come to evening
meetings or attend courses. There is always
something new on offer.

TWO PHOTO CREDIT CORRECTIONS

For details of books in stock, or to place
an order, please phone Gavin or Anne
Greig at 021 794 7791. All books are sold
at a discount, and all profits go to the CBC.
Unfortunately we do not have credit card
facilities, so please bear this in mind
when purchasing.

Our apologies to Alistair Kilpin whose photo
(below) was incorrectly credited on page 14
in our previous issue, and also to Margaret
Maciver whose photo of Red-necked
Phalaropes on page 19 of the same issue was
also incorrectly credited.
MALLARDS, QUACKERS AND OTHER ALIENS

AFRICAN BLACK DUCK RECORDS

We make no apologies for printing Alistair
Kilpin’s photo again because of the importance
of reporting any sightings of Mallards or those
all-white ducks known as Dutch Quackers or
White Quackers. The rate at which they tend
to hybridise with our own indigenous ducks
cannot be allowed to continue unchecked. Any
sightings in the greater Cape Town municipal
area should be reported to Mfundo Tafeni of
the Cape Town Invasive Species Unit at Tel.
021 712 1434 or 021 712 1944 or by email to
Mfundo.Tafeni@capetown.gov.za

Doug Harebottle has asked for help in collecting
detailed locality records for African Black
Duck in the Cape Town metropolitan area for
a project in collaboration with the Friends of
the Liesbeek. For this they need exact location
information and breeding records in order to
learn how these birds utilise aquatic habitats
in the metro. Old records are also welcome,
as well as information on any regular spots
that some birds frequent. If you can help,
please send the following details to Doug at
dm.harebottle@gmail.com

And this is also a reminder to continue
keeping an eye out for House Crows. They
are still around, albeit in reduced numbers,
but please remain vigilant or the population
could explode once more. You should report
these sightings to Louise Stafford at the same
telephone numbers or by email to Louise.
Stafford@capetown.gov.za or alternatively to
Mfundo as above.

1. Date of sighting
2. Location (GPS coordinates if possible)
3. Number of birds
4. Breeding info, i.e. nest location,
number and age of chicks if known)

Alistair Kilpin.

5. Any photos of the birds, habitat, etc.

The Mallard drake pestering three African Black Ducks.
June 2014
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SUNBIRDS IN GARDENS
PLEASE HELP WITH THIS PROJECT!
Sunbirds and Sugarbirds, and opportunistic
nectar-feeding birds like Cape Bulbuls and
Cape White-eyes, are common visitors in some
gardens, often coming to drink nectar from the
flowers. Sugar water is available from feeders in
some gardens, and this provides an additional
food source for birds. What food is available in
your garden, and what birds visit your garden?

ATK Lee

To help us understand the needs and
behaviour of nectar-feeding birds in urban areas
in the context of climate- and land-use change,
we started a project to determine what food is
available to them and which birds use it. Although
urban areas are very different to natural veld, some
birds can adapt to this environment if there is food
and safety for them. This project is led by me, a
Ph.D. student at Stellenbosch University, together
with Prof Anton Pauw (Stellenbosch University)
and Dr Phoebe Barnard (SANBI). It forms part of
a larger project on the effects of climate and landuse change on fynbos endemic birds.
We have made a questionnaire available to
ask people what plants and sugar water feeders
they have in their gardens, and what birds visit
their flowers. It would be greatly appreciated if
as many people as possible could participate and
complete the questionnaire. The study is focussed
in the fynbos biome, from Cape Point north to
Nieuwoudtville and east to Port Elizabeth. We
encourage you to tell your friends and family about
this project and ask them to participate. Anybody
with a garden can complete the questionnaire,
even if there are no plants or birds in the garden,
and we encourage those with newly established
gardens to do so. The questionnaire is available
in English and Afrikaans, and takes less than 20
minutes to complete.

Cape Sugarbirds at a garden feeder.
See page 35 for instructions to make your own feeder.

KIRSTENBOSCH BIRD WALKS
June to September 2014
These bird walks led by members of the
Cape and Tygerberg Bird Clubs are still
proving very popular and will continue on
a monthly basis on the following dates:
June 11 Wed. 09h00
Leaders: Linda Hibbin &
Margaret Maciver
July 9 Wed. 09h00
Leader: Mariana Delport

The questionnaire is available at http://
academic.sun.ac.za/botzoo/ and is available till
31 October 2014. For more information, please
contact me at gardensunbirds@gmail.com or 021
808 2604, or Dr Phoebe Barnard at p.barnard@
sanbi.org.za or 021 799 8722 at Kirstenbosch.
Many thanks for your time!

August 7 Thurs. 09h00
Leader: Otto Schmidt
September 3 Wed. 09h00
Leader: Simon Fogarty
Meet at the Information Desk at Gate
One. Duration of walks is two hours.

Anina Heystek

For further information contact Anne Gray
on gray-ad@mweb.co.za or 083 311 1140.

Note: Anina is planning to attend our June meeting
and will bring some questionnaires with her.
13
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KIRSTENBOSCH OWLS
SPOTTED EAGLE-OWLS HUNTING BY DAY

Jeanette du Toit

Contrary to popular belief not all owls are
strictly nocturnal. In Southern Africa, for
example, the Marsh Owl may hunt after
sunrise and emerge before sunset, even in mid
afternoon on heavily overcast days. Both the
Pearl-spotted Owlet and African Barred Owlet
are often active during the day when they may
also catch prey. Even the generally somnolent
Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl kills opportunistically
during daylight.

The male brings a small snake
to the nest at 09h44

In the case of the Spotted Eagle-Owl
the only record of daylight hunting was of
one, together with a Southern Pale Chanting
Goshawk, following a Honey Badger in the
afternoon on an opportunistic basis to catch
any rodents it might flush as it excavated their
burrows.

female no longer spent time on the nest with
them. It was at this stage that Jeanette du
Toit (JduT) spent long hours observing and
photographing the adults and young with
a telephoto lens from a distance of several
metres. During regular visits to check on the
nest Peter Steyn (PS) was amazed to learn from
JduT that she had observed several instances of
prey being delivered during the day.

The owls above the cycad garden at
Kirstenbosch have bred successfully for five
years, usually in a hollow in the rocks near the
broad steps, but once under a small cycad.
They have become completely used to people,
but during 2013 some visitors behaved very
badly by climbing up onto the rock below the
nest to take photographs. This necessitated a
notice requesting visitors to keep off the rock.

On one day the parents delivered two
mice each to the nest between 11h00 and
13h00. On 18 October the male dropped
unidentified prey into the nest at 13h34 and
left immediately. On 24 October the female fed
the chicks at 13h27 on prey lying in the nest.
On 27 October at 09h44 the male brought a
small snake to the nest and left immediately.
Then at 13h59 on the same day the female
brought a Cape Golden Mole which she tore
apart and fed to the chicks. The following day
at 13h33 the female dropped a mouse into the
nest and left immediately. During her watches
JduT also observed that the female removed
prey remains and dry faecal matter from the
nest.

During the latter part of October 2013,
when the young were 4-5 weeks old, the

Jeanette du Toit

Both JduT and PS received additional
reports from visitors of prey delivery during
the day and CBC member Maryann Syphus
recorded a mouse, a crab, a small snake
and a Helmeted Guineafowl chick. These
observations are more than sufficient to
establish a pattern of daylight hunting and
prey delivery, behaviour previously unknown
for the Spotted Eagle-Owl.

Later that day at 13h59 the female delivered
this Cape Golden Mole and fed the chicks.

June 2014
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By 8 November, when approximately
seven weeks old, both chicks wandered into
the garden behind the nest but continued to
return to it for two days before finally leaving
the site on 11 November. PS continued to
make regular checks on the young for a further
four weeks. They remained no further than 80
metres from the nest site, usually in the vicinity
of the Rhus trees on the path to the Rycroft
gate. Even after they could fly they preferred to
roost on the ground, or the rock embankment,
in full view of visitors whom they ignored.
At least one adult, presumably the female,
was always perched nearby. They were often
together, even nibbling each other, and several
times they were seen to make mock kills by
pouncing on a piece of wood and mantling
over it.

This is the original report on Vernon’s
sighting of a Goliath Heron at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary as mentioned in his Chairman’s
report on page 5.
ANOTHER REMARKABLE MORNING AT
PAARL BIRD SANCTUARY
From the August 1999 issue of
Promerops, 239:10
Early on the morning of 13 March 1999, I was
astounded to observe a sub-adult Goliath Heron
elegantly and rather proudly exploring its new
“vacation destination”.
I have always found Paarl Bird Sanctuary to
be an exciting birding destination and therefore
with a twinge of arrogance I absorbed the scene
into that part of my memory reserved for such
things.

This pair of Kirstenbosch owls has become
a major tourist attraction and it is unfortunate
that some visitors approach too closely to take
pictures. However, once again, they have bred
successfully despite disturbance and we hope
they will continue to do so.

Last Saturday (8 May 1999) at 8:50 am I was
once again made privy to another of nature’s
theatrical displays, designed to fuel any intrepid
birder’s voyeuristic pleasures.
Using my vehicle as a hide, after hearing
a Black Crake calling, I decided to observe a
muddy bank framed by a proscenium of reeds,
approximately 5 metres in front of me.

Peter Steyn & Jeanette du Toit
POSTSCRIPT
Subsequent to compiling this report on 9
December 2013, the owls remained in the
general nest area for another week or two,
but thereafter both adults and young became
increasingly difficult to locate. In early January
2014 a single adult was found to be roosting
intermittently over the river below the bridge
near the stone pines at the top end of the
Braille Trail. Then, on 6 January, on PS enquiring
from one of the gardeners if he knew where
the owls were, he was led to a small cypress
tree where both young were sitting together on
a low branch. This was about 50 metres from
where the single adult had been seen roosting.
The main aim of this postscript is to record that
the sibling owls remained together for at least
fifty-six days after leaving the nest.

Within a minute, three Black Crake stepped
onto the stage. Two of the birds were clearly subadults, as their plumage was a duller, dirty black
and their bills had not yet attained the bright
yellowish flow.

Thereafter, on regular visits to Kirstenbosch
until April 2014, the young were never seen
again, and only a single adult at various
unpredictable localities. Presumably, once
the breeding season approaches in about
August, the pair will return to their regular nest
site area.

This was indeed for me a case of severe
birding overload. I rested my binoculars on
the seat next to me and rubbed my neck. The
resultant whiplash necessary to allow this visual
feast had begun to set in!

The remarkable aspect of this encounter
occurred within the next thirty seconds. Not
only did the adult bird proceed to climb out of
the reeds, onto the gravel road, but almost as if
choreographed from a Broadway musical, it was
greeted with the sound of an African Fish Eagle’s
cry, as two of these majestic birds appeared, high
over the adjacent alien forest canopy.
The scene did not end there. As if out of
nowhere, an African Goshawk fluttered rapidly
by, sounding a repetitive “chip” noise.

Vernon Head
15
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CAPE CLAPPER LARKS

MEMBERS’ OBSERVATIONS

Knolfontein Farm is part of the greater
Swartruggens Conservancy situated along the
Katbakkies road in the Koue Bokkeveld. (For
those who are GPS-literate the coordinates
to the farm house are 32.895293 deg S and
19.639046 deg E.) In April John Fincham was
asked by one of the shareholders to compile a
bird list for the Knolfontein conservancy and
we had the great good fortune to spend three
days there from 6 – 9 April 2014.

RED-WINGED STARLINGS USING
COMMON WHIMBRELS TO FLUSH
INSECTS
Near the mouth of the Duiwenhoks River there
are resident Common Whimbrels regularly
feeding on the tidal banks of Salicornia
meyeriana (Glasswort or Saltmarsh plant).
Recently, while photographing the whimbrels
from a canoe, we noticed two Red-winged
Starlings approach the feeding whimbrels and
start following them. The starlings trailed about
a metre to two behind the whimbrels, watching
for and snapping up disturbed insects or possibly
crustaceans. The pickings seemed rather lean,
and after 20 minutes the starlings flew off. This
behaviour is not noted in Roberts’ 7.

On our first evening at Knolfontein, while
John was busy with the braai about 7.30 pm
and it was already dark, I was sitting idly by
and was enchanted (and surprised) to hear
the distant but typical Cape Clapper Lark call
– wheeeeeeooooou – repeatedly. On that
occasion I didn’t hear the clappering but on
the following two evenings the call was nearer
and louder and the clapping was quite distinct
and we could both hear it. Such a joyful,
almost gleeful, whistling call.

Jessie Walton & Rob Martin
SWEE WAXBILLS HEAD SOUTH
ON THE CAPE PENINSULA

I hadn't realised until then that these
larks sometimes call after dark. However,
Peter Steyn confirms nocturnal calling in his
recollections of campfire evenings at Potberg
in the 1950's (Promerops: 297:10). I remember
that, years ago in the 1980's, the club often
used to go in springtime to Rocklands Farm
in the Klipheuwel district to watch and listen
to the Cape Clapper Larks displaying and

Swee Waxbills have an interesting history in the
south-western Cape, having colonised the area
from farther east in the 1920s (a fore-runner
of the suite of westward range extensions
epitomised more recently by the Hadeda Ibis,
Fork-tailed Drongo and Southern Grey-headed
Sparrow). They reached the Cape Peninsula and
bred in Constantia in the 1930s, and remained
in small numbers in the Kirstenbosch area until
the 1950s.
They then disappeared from the Peninsula
for almost 40 years, reappearing at Constantia
Neck in the early 1990s. Since then they have
become increasingly common on the wooded
eastern slopes of Table Mountain, and recently
I have found them regularly in gardens below
UCT in Rondebosch.

John Fincham

However, I was surprised to see a pair on the
mountainside in Muizenberg on 31 March 2014,
as this seems to be rather marginal habitat for
this forest-edge and riparian woodland species.
On checking the atlas records, this appears to
be the first record from the Muizenberg Pentad,
but it has been reported from the Noordhoek
and Scarborough pentads.

A Cape Clapper Lark at Knolfontein

Peter Ryan
June 2014
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SUBURBAN TINKTINKIES

whistling. (Incidentally, those outings were
usually guided by Pat Lockhart, our regular
leader at the time, who is now our oldest
member. He recently turned 94 and still enjoys
watching the birds.)

I live half a kilometre from Cavendish Square
near Grove Primary School. In early March 2014
a pair of Karoo Prinias regularly visited our small
townhouse garden. This gave me great pleasure
as from boyhood it had been one of my favourite
birds with its finely woven nest and beautiful eggs.
When I saw my first one at Kirstenbosch it was
known as the Cape Wren-Warbler in Leonard
Gill’s First Guide to South African Birds, the only
reference book I had at the time.

What surprised us at Knolfontein was the
fact that the birds were calling so late in the
season, bearing in mind that their normal
breeding season should be from August to
November according to Roberts' 7, though
other references record breeding as late as
February. The days were still warm in April
and there had been some rain prior to our
arrival, with puddles of water lying around.
John wondered if the larks could still have
been breeding at that late stage and regretted
not having searched for nests. After our return
I discussed this with Rob Martin who had some
interesting comments to add.

Two things are of interest. The pair were far
from their nearest suitable habitat, presumably
at Kirstenbosch, and one wonders what makes
normally resident birds make such unusual
movements to a new locality? The second point
of interest is that they began to visit and drink
every day from our sunbird and white-eye feeder
which was filled with sugar water. At the time of
writing in mid-April they are still present and their
characteristic tinktinkie call is music to my ears.

Jo Hobbs
Rob Martin comments: Autumn breeding
is largely a phenomenon of semi-arid areas
such as the Great and Little Karoo. In my
experience this is most often triggered by
substantial and widespread rains, ideally
supported by follow-up rains. I haven’t been
able to find any record of such conditions this
year for the southern Cederberg. I would not
rule out the possibility that the Cape Clapper
Larks heard by John and Jo were breeding,
but the displaying may just have been reestablishing territories before the onset of
winter. During the normal spring breeding
season the larks would have raised young
which would still have been present in the
territory long after they were being cared for
by the parents, hence the necessity of reestablishing territories.

Peter Steyn
WESTERN LIMIT OF THE RANGE OF THE
AGULHAS LONG-BILLED LARK?
According to Roberts’ 7 the Agulhas Long-billed
Lark reaches the western limit of its range at Bot
River on the western boundary of the Overberg.
We know this area very well and have been able
to determine the exact western limit (or so we
like to think!).
In the last few years we have spent a great
deal of time birding on the farm De Vlei, 7 km
east of Bot River village, where some fine patches
of renosterveld manage to survive. Ideal habitat
for these larks, we would have thought. Yet never
once have we seen any sign of them here in spite
of it being a conspicuous and vocal species with
a far-carrying call.

I have seen this behaviour in other
species that retain a year-round territory.
Good examples are Fiscal Flycatcher and
Fiery-necked Nightjar, both of which are
particularly vocal during autumn. While
Cape Clapper Larks are most likely to display
in the breeding season, Jessie Walton and I
have heard displaying birds at Excelsior near
Swellendam at all times of the year (except
mid-summer) even in dry conditions when
the larks were most unlikely to be breeding.

Many times over the period of a year, whilst
having coffee at the Dassiesfontein Farm Stall, 3
km south-east of De Vlei farm, we heard Agulhas
Long-billed Larks calling and displaying. It
amuses us to think that Dassiesfontein is possibly
the farthest west that they occur and it seems
extraordinary that they do not utilise the natural
vegetation west of the N2 national road.
Rob Martin & Jessie Walton
17
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BIRD BRAINS – SOME DELIBERATE
AND INSTINCTIVE BEHAVIOUR

OBSERVATIONS

The descriptions by Dave Whitelaw and Peter
Steyn in Promerops 296 and 297 about deliberate
and targeted bird behaviour around the nest
reminded me of the actions of a pair of African
Hawk-Eagles on our farm. They had their nest in
a huge mountain acacia (Brachystegia glaucescens)
tree on the ridge overlooking the Umtebekwe
River. From this vantage point they could watch
the whole valley, as well as the farmyard across the
river. Over a number of years it became clear that
their hunting behaviour was different on Sundays
from weekdays because they regularly raided the
poultry just as we were sitting down to Sunday
lunch! They had noticed and took advantage of
the lack of activity around the farmyard on the
Sabbath. They were also much more audacious
when feeding a chick. One of the adult birds had
only one foot but this did not prevent him or her
from hunting and breeding.

MEMORIES OF 40 YEARS AGO
Reports in two previous issues of Promerops
by Dave Whitelaw and Peter Steyn brought
back memories of a time of severe drought just
over 40 years ago when I was a cattle rancher
in Rhodesia (as it was then). These set me
searching through my old birding records and
some notes may be of interest.
VULTURES
In Promerops 297:9 Dave expressed concern
about the few vultures seen during a recent trip
through distant parts of Namibia and Botswana.
He commented that they were even absent from
carcasses. This contrasts with what happened
during the drought conditions in 1973 when a
cow died in a remote part of the veld on our
ranch and lay for some days before it was found.
When I first saw it large numbers of vultures
were in attendance. Most of them were Whitebacked Vultures. I did not know there were so
many around as a few years previously they had
been decimated by indiscriminate poisoning
aimed at predators. In fact there were so many
that some large branches had broken off trees
from the sheer weight of vultures settling on
them. From the signs of their excreta, feathers
and spoor they had been at the carcass for a
considerable time but they could not open the
hide and had only eaten from the soft parts –
eyes, lips, tongue and in from the anus. Under
more natural conditions they would clearly rely
on major predators like man, lion, hyena and
leopard to open the hide for them.

Breeding behaviour also changed in response
to seasonal climatic conditions. As mentioned,
there was a severe drought in 1973. After several
years of protection the Helmeted Guineafowl had
increased greatly in number. They had also become
relatively tame and were not afraid to come close
to the farmhouse. In direct response to the drought
they delayed breeding. By late summer towards the
end of January they had still not nested. With the
onset of the warmer weather in spring (September)
they had started their mating calls, especially when
humidity was high. They were still doing this in
late January and sometimes kept it up through the
hot nights, particularly during moonlight. The big
flocks broke up to smaller ones of about 10 birds
but normal mating behaviour manifesting as males
chasing females to copulate did not happen.

CBC Slide Library

Other birds such as nightjars and Wattled
Lapwings nested early, as though they knew that
a long dry summer was ahead. The nightjars had
eggs and young in September, and the lapwings
had chicks then too. However, Southern MaskedWeavers were only starting to weave nests after
there was some rain late in January. All these
observations suggest a more direct relationship
between the breeding behaviour of our wild birds
and climatic conditions than I had previously
realised. Would the guineafowl still nest? Perhaps
suitable ground cover is essential for them; and
green grass is needed before the weavers can start
to knit their nests?

White-backed Vulture
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AN EVENING AT ABRAHAMSKRAAL
At the end of March Sandy and I were
fortunate to spend one night with friends
at Abrahamskraal Cottage in the West Coast
National Park. We looked forward to sitting
in the adjacent hide as the light fell, hoping
to see the elusive African Rail.
Otto Schmidt

It was not to be, the rail did not show itself.
However the activity around the waterhole at
twilight more than made up for this. As the
sun dipped, the number of ducks coming in
to roost on the rocks or the water increased,
and I counted 24 Yellowbills at one point,
together with a few Cape Shoveler and a
pair of South African Shelduck. However, the
arrival of the starlings was the real highlight
of the evening .

Pied, Common and Wattled Starlings
gather at their night roost.

the familiar shape of a Barn Owl sitting on
the bench on the porch about two metres
from my head.

Initially a few Pied Starlings flew in to
sit in the slightly taller dead or green trees
opposite and to the left of the water. The
numbers slowly grew, and flock after flock
came in, now together with considerable
numbers of Common Starlings. Eventually
the trees were “dripping” with large groups of
both species, and on the dead branches away
to our left we could also see a few Wattled
Starlings mixed in, a bird we had not seen in
the park for some time. The noise was almost
deafening as more and more birds arrived.
Eventually they moved from the trees into
the reed-beds surrounding the waterhole,
possibly a safer, and slightly warmer, option
than being exposed sitting out on the tree
branches. By the time we left in the now
chilly gloom, we estimated that there were
several thousand birds roosting around the
waterhole, a very impressive spectacle.

Another bird flew by as I looked out.
Of course the bird on the bench flew off
when it saw me peering out, but it was a
magical second.
Walking around the cottage later as
the sun came up through a thick mist, the
resident Rock Kestrel was seen huddled up
against the chimney. This seemed a cosy spot
to have spent the night as the chimney would
have been pleasantly warm from our indoor
braai-fire the previous evening .
It had only been a single night’s stay, but
it was a memorable one and something it
would be great to repeat. And next time the
rail may play along!
Otto Schmidt
ZAGREB: Two storks celebrated their 12th
anniversary on Monday 25 March 2014.
The male, Klepetan, flew 13 500 km on
his annual journey from South Africa to
Croatia to join his mate, Malena, who has a
broken wing. “This year he came 12 hours
earlier”, Stjepan Vokic told the Jutarnji List
daily. Stjepan adopted Malena 20 years ago
after hunters had injured her. The pair have
raised offspring every year for the past 11
years. The young birds are taught to fly by
their father before they migrate to South
Africa for the winter.

Later that evening , and through the
greater part of the night, Abrahamskraal
Cottage was the centre of activities for
several Barn Owls. They seemed to use the
large milkwood tree festooned with old Cape
Weaver nests alongside the cottage as a base,
but with their exceptional eyesight they
were always one step ahead of me when I
went out with my camera and flew off only
to return with their tell-tale screeching very
soon afterwards. When I awoke very early
the next morning to the sound of one owl
which seemed almost in the cottage, a glance
through the window above the bed showed

Sapa-AFP
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QUELEA ALERT

SIGHTINGS

Please keep an eye open for queleas while
birding. Any sightings in the Western Cape
should be reported to Dieter Oschadleus at
the ADU. He can be contacted by email at
weavers4africa@gmail.com or by phone at
021 650 2421 (o/h).

All Sightings contributions to be reported/
sent to compiler Felicity Ellmore by
e-mail at fellmore@absamail.co.za or Tel.
021 762 0176.
May we remind you that a list of all
species that constitute south-western Cape
Rarities (local) can be found, together with
National Rarities, on the CBC website
www.capebirdclub.org.za

SQUIRREL PROOFING
After many trials (and tribulations) I finally
got the better of the squirrel pack in the
neighbourhood. Having lost a number of
plastic feeders as a result of them being
chewed through, I finally obtained a section
of plastic gutter down-pipe which I put over
the cord suspending the feeder. With a look of
scorn, the squirrel went up the creeper, tried
to get to the feeder, slipped down the pipe
and onto the veranda. It went up again and
again slipped.

Please note that none of the sightings listed
below have been verified by either a regional
or national rarities committee.
NATIONAL RARITIES:
Australian Gannet – a bird present on Malgas
Island in Saldanha Bay, 17 February 2014 (BD)
European Honey Buzzard – a bird seen in Cecilia
forest, 22 February 2014 (DB), a bird seen in
Kirstenbosch, 15 April 2014 (GP)

The word must have been passed around
the squirrel troop as they never tried again.
They are now satisfied with the spillage.

Sooty Falcon – a bird seen at Emily Moon River
Lodge, Plettenberg Bay, 1 April 2014 (BW)
American Golden Plover – a bird seen at De
Mond Nature Reserve near Arniston, 6 February
2014 (CC), 1 bird seen at De Mond, 22 February
2014 (JG),1 bird seen at De Mond, 2 March 2014
(MM), a bird seen at De Mond, 8 March 2014
(MB), a bird still there, 11 March 2014 (CW)

John McFarlane

Pacific Golden Plover – 2 birds seen at De Mond,
22 February 2014 (JG), a bird seen at Laaiplek,
Velddrif, 4 March 2014 (E&LD), seen 5 March
2014 (D&IC, E&LD), still there 8 March 2014,
reported by TH, 3 birds seen at De Mond, 8
March 2014 (MB), 3 birds still there, 11 March
2014 (CW), a bird still there, 29 March 2014,
reported by TH
Common Redshank – 2 birds seen from the
Geelbek hide, West Coast National Park, 23
January 2014 (BM), 2 birds seen from the Geelbek
hide, WCNP, 22 March 2014 (CP), 3 birds seen
at Geelbek, WCNP, 30 March 2014 (DV), 3 birds
seen 5 April 2014 (CD, SD)
White-rumped Sandpiper – a bird seen at De
Mond Nature Reserve near Arniston, 22 February
2014, reported by TH
John Mcfarlane

Pectoral Sandpiper – a bird seen in Pan P1
at Strandfontein Sewage Works, 6 February
2014, reported by TH, 3 birds seen on Pan P1
at Strandfontein Sewage Works, 23 February
2014 (RV)
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Greater Painted Snipe – 3 birds seen in the
wetlands next to Varkensvlei Road, Philippi,
8 February 2014 (DW), seen 9 February 2014
(SF, StF)

Broad-billed Sandpiper – a single individual
seen at Geelbek, West Coast National Park, 8
February 2014 (VH), seen again 9 February 2014
(TH), seen 10 February 2014 (PL), a bird seen
at De Mond Nature Reserve near Arniston, 23
February 2014 (JG), a bird seen at De Mond,
24 February 2014 (PR, AK), 3 birds seen at De
Mond, 26 February 2014 (JNi), a bird seen at De
Mond 2 March 2014 (MM), a bird seen at De
Mond, 22 March 2014 (MMa), a bird still there,
29 March 2014, reported by TH, a bird seen
from the Geelbek hide, 5 April 2014 (CD, SD)

Greater Sand Plover – a bird seen at De Mond
Nature Reserve near Arniston, 22 February 2014
(JG), seen again 24 February 2014 (PR, AK), seen
on 2 March 2014 (MM), a bird seen at De Mond,
8 March 2014 (MB)
Red-necked Phalarope – a single bird seen on
Pan S3 at Strandfontein Sewage Works, 2 February
2014 (SO), seen again 5 February 2014 (EK)

Elegant Tern – a single bird seen at Lambert's
Bay, 9 February 2014 (BS), still there 15 February
2014, reported by TH

Black-winged Pratincole – a bird seen at the
Beaufort West Dam, 5 February 2014 (TG)

LOCAL RARITIES:

Common Cuckoo – a bird seen on the Swartrivier
Road in the Overberg, 15 January 2014 (BB)

Black Heron – a bird seen at Thesen Island,
Knysna, 26 January 2014, reported by TH

Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl – 2 birds seen at Hunters
Home in Knysna, 27 January 2014, reported by TH

Abdim’s Stork – a bird seen along the road
between Vredenburg and Paternoster, 16
February 2014, reported by TH

White-fronted Bee-eater – 7 birds seen at
Matjiesvlei near Calitzdorp, 5 February 2014 (DK)
European Roller – a single bird reported along
the N1 about 20km north of Beaufort West, 5
February 2014 (TG)

Squacco Heron – a bird seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 22 January 2014, reported by TH, a
bird seen 25 January 2014 (FE)

Sand Martin – a bird seen at Strandfontein
Sewage Works, 9 February 2014 (SF)

Black Stork – a bird seen near Bredasdorp, 1
February 2014 (SB), a bird seen in a small pond
next to Koeberg Road, just outside Durbanville,
24 February 2014 (JN)

Sedge Warbler – a bird seen at Vermont Pan, 18
January 2014 (JG), seen again 19 January 2014
(IU, FE), seen 9 February 2014, reported by TH,
still there 15 March 2014, reported by TH

Fulvous Duck – at least 8 birds seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 22 January 2014, reported by TH

Willow Warbler – 2 birds seen at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 1 February 2014 (MM, AS)

Black Kite – a first winter bird seen at Paarl
Mountain Nature Reserve, 23 February 2014
(JG, GG)

Spotted Flycatcher – a bird seen at the bridge
over the old Malmesbury road, 11 January 2014
(MM, MBr, DL, GL, LH), a bird seen on the
Swartrivier Road in the Overberg , 19 January
2014 (IU, FE), 2 birds in the eucalyptus avenue,
Geelbek, WCNP, 8 February (VH,OS,SS), a bird
at Groote Post wine estate off the Darling Hills
Road on 21 February 2014 (OS,SS)

African Cuckoo Hawk – a bird seen in George, 19
March 2014 (FS)
Long-crested Eagle – 2 birds reported flying over
the golf course in George, 24 January 2014 (AO)
Brown Snake-Eagle – a bird seen near Jacobsbaai,
16 February 2014, reported by TH, a bird seen in
Karoo National Park, 7 March 2014, reported by
TH, along the N2 near the Thandi Wine Estate
near Elgin, 8 March 2014 (MB)

African Pied Wagtail – a bird seen at the
Postcard Café at Jonkershoek, 15 March 2014,
reported by TH
Lesser Grey Shrike – a bird seen just south of
Stormsvlei in the Overberg, 25 January 2014 (BB)

Amur Falcon – a single male seen just inside the
entrance to Bontebok National Park, 22 February
2014 (GS)

Red-backed Shrike – an adult male bird seen 5km
north of the Yzerfontein-Darling intersection along
the R27, 8 February 2014 (LK), a bird seen in Karoo
National Park, 8 March 2014, reported by TH

Hottentot Buttonquail – a pair seen in
Groot Winterhoek Nature Reserve, 12 March
2014 (MD)

Red-billed Quelea – a bird mist-netted and
ringed on a farm just outside Malmesbury, 19
January 2014 (JF)

Baillon’s Crake – a juvenile bird seen at Vermont
Pan, 18 January 2014 (JG)
21
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Hamerkop – a bird seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary,
25 January 2014 (FE), seen again 1 February 2014
(MM, AS)

MORE S IGHTINGS
BIRDS ESTABLISHED IN THE SOUTH WESTERN
/ WESTERN CAPE, BUT RARE OR LOCALISED:

Lesser Flamingo – group of about 50 birds seen
on the banks of the Noord Agter Paarl Besproeings
dam, 14 March 2014 (JF,JH)

Terek Sandpiper – 4 birds seen at De
Mond Nature Reserve near Arniston, 1 March
2014 (WD)

Whiskered Tern – 45 birds seen at Paardevlei,
AECI, Somerset West, 12 December 2014 (D&IC)

Martial Eagle – a juvenile seen at Abrahamskraal
hide in the WCNP, 11 February 2014 (OS)

Olive Woodpecker – a bird seen in Kirstenbosch
N B G, 11 April 2014 (DW), a pair of birds seen in
a garden in Camps Bay, 14 April 2014 (SP)

Osprey – seen at Kersefontein, 16 February
2014 (SF)

Southern Grey-headed Sparrow – a bird seen in
a garden at Imhoff's Gift, Kommetjie, 7 February
2014 (PC)

African Jacana – a bird seen at a wetland at the
golf driving range at Witsand at the mouth of the
Breede River, 5 February 2014 (BF)

OBSERVERS

Lesser Honeyguide – a bird seen in the gum trees
near Geelbek Restaurant, West Coast National
Park, 5 April 2014 (GF, JE, JA, SM)

Joan Ackroyd
David Berliner
Basil Boer
Michael Brooks
Sharon Brink
Mike Buckham
John Carter
Chris Cheetham
Duncan &
Innés Cook
Peter Cooper
Mariana Delport
Wim de Klerk
Cliff Dorse
Suretha Dorse
Eddie & Linda
du Plessis.
Bruce Dyer
Felicity Ellmore
Jean Eva
John Fincham
Simon Fogarty
Stella Fogarty
Gill Ford
Berrie Fourie
Tertius Gous
Greta Graham
John Graham
Vernon Head
Linda Hibbin
Jo Hobbs
Adele Kendall
Ethan Kistler
Lourance Klose

Common House Martin – a bird seen in the
vicinity of Karwyderskraal / Swartrivier Road, 18
January 2014 (JG), a sizeable flock (perhaps 30
birds) in the farmlands around Napier, 8 March
2014 (DW), a few birds seen in a mixed hirundine
flock at Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 9 March 2014 (DW)
African Quail Finch – a single bird seen at a pond
at Adderley Road, Durbanville, 5 April 2014 (JCa)
OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS:

Otto Schmidt

Goliath Heron – a bird still present at Rondevlei
Nature Reserve, Cape Town, 8 February 2014
(SF), a bird seen at Verlorenvlei, 17 February
2014 (JS), 2 birds seen between farms Melkplaas
and Kruispad (near Velddrif) on the Berg River,
16 February 2014. (SL, PW)

A Broad-billed Sandpiper was seen by many birders at
Geelbek and at De Mond from February to April this year.
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JA
DB
BB
MBr
SB
MB
JCa
CC
D&
IC
PC
MD
WD
CD
SD
E&
LD
BD
FE
JE
JF
SF
StF
GF
BF
TG
GG
JG
VH
LH
JH
AK
EK
LK

Daniel Kotze
Dennis Laidler
Gigi Laidler
Sylvia Ledgard
Pieter la Grange
Margaret Maciver
Binks Mackenzie
Michael Mason

DK
DL
GL
SL
PL
MM
BM
MMa

Sybil Majo

SM

Justin Nicolau
Johan Nieuwoudt
Simon Peile
Graham Pringle
Clive Prior

JNi
JN
SP
GP
CP

Anton Odendal

AO

Shaun Overmeyer
Patrick Rollinson
Otto Schmidt
Sandy Schmidt
Barry Scott
Antonio Serrao
Johan Slabbert
Graham Slater
Freddie Strauss
Ingrid Uys
Raven van der Colff.
Dirk van Driel
Pat Waddell
Bruce Ward-Smith
David Winter
Colin Wylie

SO
PR
OS
SS
BS
AS
JS
GS
FS
IU
RV
DV
PW
BW
DW
CW
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to mention the large, outrageous and stonking
Bearded Barbet?!
Oriole Warbler is a largish (20cm) uncommon
warbler, with a distinctive black silvery scaled
head and bright yellow underparts and was high
on everyone’s hit list. After several attempts to
locate this bird at various locations, success came
for some whilst crammed inside a hide around a
waterhole.
An indigobird sighting caused some animated
discussion. Of the five species in Ghana, Village
is the only one easily distinguished in the field white bill, red legs. All others look very similar to
each other and their distribution is poorly known.
However, a gem of ornithological insight came
I think from Simon… “You can only positively
identify indigobirds by the prey they eat”! .... I
think the heat was taking its toll!

GOODBYE GHANA
(AND THANKS FOR THE GONOLEK) - PART 2
We stayed overnight in Kumasi, bustling capital
of the Ashanti region, at the strangely named
Royal Basin Hotel. Next morning we started
the long drive north to the Mole National Park,
with the habitat changing through broad-leafed
woodland to savannah.

We had had little opportunity to do any
night birding, until now. So, three nightjars and
a Greyish Eagle Owl were most welcome. Longtailed Nightjar, we had nine on one short stretch
of track, easy to ID once you familiarised yourself
with the “gizz”. Plain Nightjar, an uncommon
migrant, is well… quite plain. A disappointment,
as we were too early, or too late, was no Standardwinged, a spectacular migrant nightjar of these
parts. What made up for this was yet to come…
there in the headlights, clearly a different nightjar
- Much, much larger than any of the others, with
distinctive plumage. James had no clue and no
experience of what sat before us. Hastily, as
most of us thumbed through field guides, Otto
slid from the bus, camera ready. Fortunately the
bird obliged and several good shots were taken.

On route we stopped for many Grasshopper
Buzzards and, now in open country, other raptors
included Beaudouin’s Snake Eagle, a rare Red
Data Book raptor. Mole is the largest national
park in Ghana, with the Black Volta River away
to the west and the White Volta River to the
East. The Mole Hotel, in the park, is the only
accommodation. As in another place we stayed,
TVs in each room are incomprehensibly more
important than running water! You get used to
the “bucket system” after 3 days. Thankfully
there was air-conditioning, as the heat outside
had ratcheted up several degrees but was now
dry, with no humidity. Early morning and late
afternoon birding was the order of the day.

Johan Schlebusch

Open savannah, woodland, rivers and
wetlands provided a good mix of birds… the
list grew rapidly. Some highlights of note:
Around a small river, Pied Flycatcher, Purple
Glossy Starling, Yellow-throated Leaflove, Redshouldered Cuckoo Shrike, Senegal Parrot,
and, voted “Bird of the Day”, (the spectacularly
bright, colourful and exotic ones always are)
Red-throated Bee-eater. A visit to some dry
open grassland yielded Forbes’s Plover, a West
African endemic (a smaller version of our Threebanded Plover), in fact 14 of them, and our only
lark of the trip, Sun Lark. What?!!!...did I forget

The large and spectacular Bearded Barbet
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GHANA

some misunderstanding on permission to be
there. This was our only disturbing incident
on the entire trip. An exception, as Ghana’s
people are overall affable and friendly. We
dipped on one key species here… Fox Kestrel.
Rock-loving Cisticola and Cinnamon-breasted
Bunting were seen well. As we boarded the
bus to head off, a small group of children came
bearing an adult bunting and two chicks for
sale… what can one do?

ADVENTURE CONTINUED

With this evidence we had identified a very rare
vagrant to Ghana with just one single red cross
on the distribution map… Red-necked Nightjar!
A lifer for all, including our resident bird guide!
Mammals in Mole were disappointingly few.
Poaching, bush meat trade, possibly? Leaving
Mole, James was determined we must get Whitethroated Francolin. At an overgrown airstrip a
small covey obliged. Calling loudly from just a
few metres away in tall grass, we frustratingly
struggled to get a good sighting. Some of us,
more alert than others, had however had brilliant
views when they crossed the road earlier.

An early start next morning, aren’t they all?
We headed further north eastwards over the Red
Volta River to the banks of the White Volta River,
close to the border of Togo and the edge of the
Sahel, the dry savannah bordering the Sahara.
Stopping on the river’s edge, Vernon was eagerly
first out of the bus scanning the sandbars…
LIFER! The beautiful Egyptian Plover, a bird
he desperately wanted to see. And there, two
birds patrolled the sandbars. Brilliant scoped
views of what is the only representative of a
new North African bird family Pluvianus. This
overshadowed Northern Carmine Bee-eater and
African Silverbill among others. That afternoon
a foray to Tono Dam produced Chestnut-bellied
Starling, another special of the region.

At Larabanga, a muslim village just outside the
park, we visited what is reputed to be the oldest
mosque in West Africa (founded 1421). A mud
and stick structure of extraordinary architectural
design, after the Sudanese style, now restored
and well looked after. Standing beside it is a
baobab tree. If the legend is true that Ayuba, an
Islamic trader who had the dream to build the
mosque and is buried beneath the tree, it makes
this tree at least 600 years old.
Now, heading further north east, towards
Bolgatanga, we arrived at the Tongo Hills in the
late afternoon. In the distance we could see the
border of Burkina Faso. The large granite outcrops
of Tongo Hills radiated some intense heat, even
as the sun dropped westward. One of the local
community was also over-heated, directing angry
shouts and abuse at James and Jackson (our
assistant guide). Stay calm and keep birding…

Veils of smoke hung in the air from grass
fires, pre-empting the Harmattan trade winds
that bring sand and dust from the Sahara all
the way down to the Gulf of Guinea, blocking
the sun for days on end. Time we were heading
back south…
Our penultimate day and a marathon drive
south, back to Kumasi. On our way north we
had tried, unsuccessfully due to impassable
tracks, to get into the Offinso Forest reserve,
one of the few locations for another special and
quite rare bee-eater. James was determined to
try again. Coming up the now passable roads in
the forest we encountered huge logging trucks
hauling out sections of what were very old,
large rain forest trees. We were reprimanded
by the loggers for attempting to take photos.
More sobering reminders of the destruction of
Ghana’s rain forests.
Otto Schmidt

In a clearing, at the intersection of two
logging roads, near an abandoned excavator,
James, or was it Franz, had seen a small beeeater. All binoculars were trained into an opening
between the trees. Yes, sure enough, not one

Red-necked Nightjar, a very rare vagrant to Ghana
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Total bird species - 384.
Species in bold – Birds of the Day.
Distance travelled in Ghana 3 420kms.

but two Blue-headed Bee-eaters, flitting back
and forth hawking insects! Deep purplish blue
with rich chestnut back and small scarlet throat
patch… What a Corker!

Jane Allin, an ex CBC member now living in
the UK, joined the trip. I invited a short comment
from her:

Our final birding on route to Accra was
in the Bobiri Forest Reserve, a lovely butterfly
reserve. Four hornbill species which included
two new ones, Black Dwarf and Red-billed Dwarf
Hornbills. Finsch’s Flycatcher Thrush and Blackwinged Oriole were also new birds, plus another
sighting of a African Grey Parrot, this time good
enough for photographs. Lunch, a clean-up and
shower on site and we headed for Accra.

As an ex member of the Cape Bird Club,
now living in the UK, I was delighted to be
accepted as a participant on the Ghana birding
trip organised by them. Due to boring details
such as cost and times of flights I arrived in
Ghana 2 days before the Cape Town contingent,
which in itself was an experience! Drawing a veil
over that, I have to say that I had the time of
my life. I will let others describe the beautiful
birds we saw, though I will always remember the
stunning bee-eaters, my all time favourite birds,
and frequently cheer myself up through the grim
British winter by remembering the iridescent and
almost indescribable colours of these charming
birds. However rare or endangered other birds
may be, I always come back to the cheerful,
bright and happy – if one can describe birds like
that – bee-eaters.

Ribbon development: the population growth
along every stretch of arterial road was evident,
with shacks, homes and traders. Charcoal is the
main fuel for cooking in Ghana. Huge trucks piled
high with bags of charcoal, depots and sellers
were all along this route to supply Accra. One
wonders just how long the forests and the trees
will sustain Ghana’s burgeoning population.
The bush meat trade was also witnessed
on this stretch of road. Mostly “spatch-cooked”
rodents and birds but to everyone’s horror, one
man offered a live Tree Pangolin held up by the
tail. Needless to say this did not go onto the
mammal checklist.

The country was an eye opener, fairly
typical Africa, and with minor frustrations such
as bad or non-existent plumbing, crumbling
infrastructure and difficult logistics, not to
mention a vast amount of plastic litter strewn
everywhere. However, the group was great
fun and the banter on the bus had me in fits
of laughter – another aspect of the trip I would
like to bottle for the cold, dark Northern
Hemisphere days. The people really made the
trip. Everyone was cheerful and optimistic,
whether we were scrapping for the miniscule
amount of shade when the bus broke down,
waiting for the driver, otherwise known as the
miracle worker, to fix it, or coping with basins
falling off bathroom walls, or living in tents in
the hot and humid forest. We travelled 3,500
kms in the air conditioned bus, (the full length
of the country) with a competent and long
suffering driver who deserves the highest praise.
Our local bird guide was remarkably efficient
and knowledgeable, spoke excellent English and
coped with every logistical problem with good
humour and apparent ease. Being able to see
the length and breadth of the country was a
real bonus, as of course we experienced many
different habitats and therefore many different

Otto Schmidt

At dusk, as we drove to Kotoka airport
through the congested, noisy and frantic Accra
traffic, flocks of something were flying out above
us. Wave after wave of Straw-coloured Fruit
Bats… thousands of them that apparently roost
in a few trees at a military hospital right in town.
A spectacular sight and perhaps a fitting symbol
that no matter the human induced circumstances,
nature will survive!

Egyptian Plover, a rare and sought-after wader
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birds. I consider myself a birder rather than a
twitcher and wondered if I would be out of my
depth, but I needn’t have worried. I enjoyed
every minute, learnt an enormous amount,
laughed a great deal and came away knowing
I had made good friends, seen most of a new
country, as well as many, many new birds, and
the 2 weeks had been really good value for
money.

Otto Schmidt

Oh yes… the Gonolek? A beautiful bush
shrike in the boubou family… The Yellowcrowned Gonolek was seen on several occasions
by everyone, except me! Stopping at a lake on
route north to the Tongo Hills the cry went up
“Mel! Mel!… Gonolek”! A pair and brilliant
views too – Thanks James, thanks Ashanti.
Thanks Ghana and goodbye!
Mel Tripp

The group at Larabanga’s ancient mud and stick mosque

INTERNATIONAL TOUR FOR 2014/15
Our January 2015 Sri Lanka tour is filling up, but there are still a few places available.
Sri Lanka boasts one of the highest rates of biological endemism in the world in both
plants and animals, and it is included among the top five biodiversity hotspots in the
world. Despite the mighty elephants and rare amphibians found in the country, birds are
the glory of Sri Lanka’s wildlife - over 400 bird species, of which 233 are residents. Sri
Lanka has 20 endemic species while another 80 species have developed
distinct Sri Lankan races.
The tour will be led by Sam Woods of Tropical Birding (Sam led the group that went to
Ecuador in 2012, so we know he is excellent!). The tour starts on 10 January and ends
on 23 January. An optional 3-day cultural extension will run from 23 to 25 January. The
tour will cost between $3250 and $3650 depending on the number of participants, with a
$450 single supplement. The cultural extension will cost around $650,
with a $100 single supplement
Included in the price: accommodation, meals, park fees, toll fees, bottled water, land
transportation, professional guiding services and tips to local guides. Currently the air fares
are around R9000 pp , Cape Town to Colombo return.
If you would like to join the group or would like to know more please contact Johan
Schlebusch: Phone 0828049025 or email johan.g.schlebusch@gmail.com
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the Cape, the best equipment (binoculars,
cameras, etc.), photographing them, issues
around juvenile, sub-adult and adult birds,
breeding & non-breeding, winter and summer
plumage and annual moults, Trevor then took
us through the distinctive identifying features
of the full range of the waders we are likely
to encounter. He also covered their migration
and spoke on some of the rare waders of the
world and the trips he has enjoyed to see them.

CLUB ACTIVITIES
We try to arrange activities to suit all levels of
interest, so please participate whenever you
can. We welcome suggestions, so if you know
of interesting speakers or good venues for
field outings, please let us know.

EVENING MEETINGS

On Sunday 30 March 2014 the theory of
the previous morning’s Waders Course was
broadened practically on a well organised and
enjoyable visit to the West Coast National Park
where participants were divided into smaller
groups under the leadership of ‘experts’ who
helped members identify waders in view.

These are normally held at 20h00 on every
second Thursday in the month at the Nassau
Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra
Road, Newlands.
Tea and biscuits will be served after the
meeting at a cost of R4,00. Do bring your
friends, but remember that there will be a
charge of R10 for visitors and non-members.

Thank you to Trevor Hardaker for a most
worthwhile morning course, for all the hard
work and effort he put into compiling and
presenting it and for the detailed notes he
handed out to the participants.

Are you a new member? Please introduce
yourself to Gill or Joan on arrival.

Finally, the real worth of attending these
courses provided by the Cape Bird Club
Courses Committee is the upskilling they offer,
the increase in knowledge on and about birds
and birding and learning from the masters.
They excite and add to the enjoyment of a
most wonderful pastime!

SPECIAL EVENTS
In addition to our regular field outings and
evening meetings, our club organises a range
of other activities. These include occasional
weekend camps, bird courses and sometimes
boat trips.

Mervyn Wetmore

Our next half-day course will be presented
by Jim Hallinan on Saturday 23 August. See
separate insert for full details. Book early as
this will be a good one.
In September we have another weekend
camp to enjoy some spring birding. For
details see the notice under Club News on
page 11.
WADERS - A half day course by Trevor Hardaker
Saturday 29 March 2014

Otto Schmidt

Trevor Hardaker did the Cape Bird Club proud
and treated the full house that attended this
half day course to a wonderfully presented,
comprehensive, beautifully illustrated and
thorough programme on the challenges of
identifying the different waders that inhabit
and visit the Western Cape. Covering an over
arching introduction to the topic of waders,
where and when best to view waders in

This Little Stint is preparing for its
next trans-global flight
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A good starting point for beginners is
Rondevlei Nature Reserve, and club outings
take place there on the first Saturday morning
in every month.

Flying Machines
by the Little Stint

When Bleriot the Channel flew
The people made a great to-do:
They came in thousands just to stare
At the great Conqueror of the Air
Who crossed from France to
England’s shore,
A flight of twenty miles or more.

OUTING TO MACASSAR
Tuesday 8 April 2014
10 members braved the foggy conditions
on False Bay and drove out to Macassar in
somewhat cooler conditions than we have been
experiencing this April. We met at the bridge over
the Eerste River, and this was quite a productive
spot while we waited for members to arrive.
There were a lot of Red-faced Mousebirds,
Lesser Swamp Warblers, a very active Southern
Boubou, Fiscal Flycatchers and Cape Weavers
alongside the river below.

“How great an aeroplane!” they said;
“And what a noise the engine made!”
“And how could Bleriot know that he
Would find his way across the sea,
Which none have ever flown before?”
And so they wonder more and more
Until at last their hats they raise
And cheer to their great hero’s praise.
Yet I, when called to make my flight,
Have slipped off in an Arctic night
And lightly flown o’er land and sea,
The only engine carrying me
My heart, no bigger than a shilling,
Which for twelve thousand
miles is willing.
Less than two ounces is my weight.
No petrol cans increase my freight;
No chart nor compass ‘neath my eyes
To mark the track through trackless skies –

The estuary produced Greater Flamingos,
many Swift Terns and a few Sandwich Terns. The
waders were a bit scarce, but there were many
Common Ringed Plovers, a few Little Stints
and a single Sanderling. There were also a lot
of Black-winged Stilts including many juveniles.
Kittlitz’s and Three-banded Plovers, a pair of
Pied Kingfishers, many cormorants and gulls all
added to our growing list.
On our walk around the pans we came upon
a single Orange-breasted Sunbird, a bit out of
place! Many duck species were present on the
pans along with Red-knobbed Coots and Little
Grebes. We also saw a Malachite Kingfisher on
the river. An unusual sighting was a single Mute
Swan in the company of a domestic goose on
one of the pans.

And still untiring to the verge
Of Australasian ocean’s surge
From North Siberia’s coast I fly,
Spanning the globe unerringly.
No cheering thousands when I land,
No startling posters in the Strand;
No wondering word, no praise is heard,
But then – I only am a bird.

As the weather was a bit cool and slightly
foggy, I contacted Vergenoegd wine estate. They
were happy for us to visit their dam and have
our tea there, so we left the sea and drove a little
inland to where it was a bit warmer. We walked
around the dam and added a few more species
to our list including a Yellow-billed Egret and a
Purple Heron. There were also some Mute Swans
on this dam, which could account for the one we
saw at the water treatment plant. Vergenoed is
on the Eerste River five or more kilometres from
the sea, so perhaps we are getting a population
of Mute Swans on the river!

(First published in the English magazine
Punch, 1926)

FIELD OUTINGS
We arrange field outings throughout the year,
usually on the first Saturday, third Sunday
and one weekday morning in the month.
We try to introduce members to a variety
of habitats and give them the opportunity
to familiarise themselves with the common
and less common birds of the areas. It’s
a good idea to obtain a large-scale road
map and to check your route to the outing
venue beforehand.
June 2014
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We ended the morning with a list of 57
species, and the outing was enjoyed by all.
John Magner
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REGULAR BIRD COUNTS

MONTHLY HACKS
ZANDVLEI MONTHLY HACKS

This is a reminder that the winter CWAC
counts take place in July. See July Programme
for dates.

Our club has a long history with this area as
monthly hacks were started in 1978 by our then
CBC Chairman, Alan Morris, 46 years ago! Gavin
Lawson has been organising them since 1991
so he has been hacking doggedly for the past
23 years, supported mainly by members of the
Zandvlei Trust.

Please assist with these counts if you
possibly can as the data collected is immensely
valuable for research and conservation
purposes. You do not need to be an expert,
and we need additional helpers. The CAR
count is scheduled for 26 July.

Take a look at our website www.capebirdclub.
org.za and scroll down to Rehabilitation for an
illustrated account of their achievements over the
years. You will be impressed at the work these
dedicated hackers have done. They could do more
with more helpers, so do go along and lend a hand.

Please also note that we are keen to get
regular counts going at other venues (Athlone
and Mitchell’s Plain) and you can contact
Dave Whitelaw at davesue@mweb.co.za for
more details.

The hacks take place on the second Saturday
in the month from 14h00. Phone Gavin Lawson
at 021 705 5224 for details of the current meeting
place as this varies from time to time depending
on the tasks on hand.

Members who assisted with the Rietvlei
CWAC count on 17 January may be interested to
know that a total of 2 972 birds and 43 species
were recorded. Among these were an African
Marsh Harrier and no fewer than 11 Great
Crested Grebes – always good to see. Our next
visit to Rietvlei will be a Weekday Outing on
Friday 11 July.

This is a good opportunity to visit lesser
known areas of this great little reserve and assist
with a worthwhile conservation project.
BILL RUDINGS
Bill Rudings organised the Zandvlei hacks for 6
years from 1985 to 1991. He was a keen bird
ringer and CBC member for many years and we
were saddened to learn he passed away on 21
April 2014. He was 92.

Full details of all the monthly Strandfontein
counts can be seen on our CBC website
www.capebirdclub.org.za
In August our Weekday Outing will join
the monthly Wildevoëlvlei Count and you may
like to join the group on a regular basis if you
live nearby.

Keep warm this winter, enjoy your birding this
chilly season and keep the colds and flu at bay.
With chicken soup perhaps.

Contact details for our regular
counts are listed below;
Strandfontein CWAC
Dick Barnes 021 689 1106
Wildevoëlvlei CWAC
Eric Barnes 021 782 5429
Paarl CWAC
Yvonne Weiss 021 872 4972
Zandvlei CWAC
Gavin Lawson 021 705 5224
Rietvlei CWAC
Koos Retief 021 550 1086 (w)
Kirstenbosch BIRP
John Magner 082 881 3845

"Quit complaining and eat it!... Number one, chicken soup is
good for the flu - and number two, it's nobody we know."
29
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CBC PROGRAMME
See under “Club Activities” for general information and details of venue for our Evening Meetings.

JUNE
Sat 7
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings
are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are
especially welcome. Travel down the M5 (Prince
George Drive) towards Grassy Park and look out
for Nando’s at the 5th Avenue traffic light. Turn
left here and continue along 5th Avenue to the
first set of traffic lights. Turn right into Perth Road
and continue to the end of the road. There is
a small entrance fee for those without season
tickets. The outing usually lasts till about 10h30
but you are free to stay as long as you like.
Convenor: Merle Chalton

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN JUNE
See page 29 for contact details
Sun 1

08h00 . Kirstenbosch BIRP Count

Sun 8

08h30 . Strandfontein Count
(Note winter starting time.)

Thurs 12 08h30 . Wildevoëlvlei Count
Sat 14

14h00 . Zandvlei Hack

Sat 21

09h00 . Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count

021 686 8951

Tues 10
WEEKDAY OUTING: ZANDVLEI NATURE RESERVE
Meet at 08h00. As this was such a success last time we went there, we have decided to revisit this
important wetland.
Directions: From Main Road Retreat turn into Military Road at the “ Lavender Hill “ sign and continue
over the level crossing. At the first set of traffic lights turn right into Coniston Road. After 200 metres turn
right along a dirt road at the Zandvlei sign. Continue until you reach a Municipal Depot. Drive through
the smaller of the two gates, over a cattle grid, past the buildings to the parking area, where we meet.
Leader: TBA.
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick

EVENING MEETING: ‘THE BIRD THAT CRIED WOLF’
Deceptive tactics of the Fork-tailed Drongo

Speaker: Dr. Tom Flower
Meet at 20h00. Dr Tom Flower is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Percy FitzPatrick
Institute at UCT. He has done extensive research on Fork-tailed Drongos, a
fascinating bird which uses false alarm calls to scare other animals and steal food.
Dr Flower will share his understanding of what makes Fork-tailed Drongos tick.

Otto Schmidt

Thurs 12

082 705 1536

Fork-tailed Drongo
MONTHLY OUTING:
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE NATURE RESERVE
Note: This is a week later than our usual 3rd Sunday as that falls on Father’s Day and a long weekend.
Meet at 08h30. This is our annual outing to Cape Point to do some land-based seabird watching, when
the seabirds get blown inshore by the winter gales. It is one way of increasing your seabird lifers without
risking sea sickness. There will be several spotting scopes available. After this we will move along to one
of the picnic sites to enjoy breakfast and some bush birds and waders. Bring along your Wild Cards for
free entry. The gate fees are rather hefty.
Directions: From Simonstown continue in a southerly direction along the M4 to the Cape of Good
Hope Nature Reserve. We meet in the parking area just beyond the pay point.

Sun 22

Leaders: Vernon Head and Mel Tripp
082 705 1536
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick
June 2014
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JULY
Please note that the winter CWAC counts take place this month and your help is needed!

Sat 5

RONDEVLEI OUTING

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN JULY
See page 29 for contact details

Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings
are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners
are especially welcome. Duration about 2½
hours but you can stay as long as you like. See
under 7 June for directions.

Sun 6

08h00 . Kirstenbosch BIRP Count

Thurs 10 08h30 . Wildevoëlvlei CWAC Count
Sat 12

14h00 . Zandvlei Hack

Sun 13

08h30 . Strandfontein CWAC Count

Fri 18

09h00 . Rietvlei Qtrly CWAC Count

Sat 19

08h00 . Zandvlei Qtrly CWAC Count

Speaker: Chrissie Madden

Sat 26

08h30 . Paarl CWAC Count

Meet at 20h00. Having studied at the Percy
FitzPatrick Institute, Chrissie Madden holds a
Masters degree in Conservation Biology and has
travelled extensively, engaging in conservation
work throughout the world. She is currently
working as a sea-going instructor in the BLSA
Albatross Task Force. However, it is her interest
in Corvids that promises to provide us with
fascinating facts about a highly topical species.

Sat 26

all day . CAR Count

Convenor: Merle Chalton
Thurs 10

Fri 11

021 686 8951

EVENING MEETING: ‘CROWS
AND CRAFTINESS’
Are Pied Crows a threat
to our biodiversity?

(Note winter starting time.)

NOTE: Additional CWAC counts take place at Radyn Dam
(Malmesbury district) and Wellington Waste Water Treatment
Works, usually on a weekday. Dates have not yet been
confirmed, but you will be most welcome to come along. Please
contact Otto Schmidt at 021 674 2381 for directions to Radyn
Dam and details of date and time, and contact John Fincham at
021 919 4069 for information about the Wellington count.

WEEKDAY OUTING: RIETVLEI WETLAND RESERVE

Meet at 09h00. Rietvlei is a large wetland in the flood plain of the Diep River. About 180 bird species
have been recorded here including some interesting vagrants from time to time. Always worth a visit.
Directions: From Cape Town head north on the N1, turning off onto the R27 to Milnerton. Continue
along this road to Table View with the vlei on your right. Turn right into Blaauwberg Road at Table View,
then right into Pentz Drive. Continue along Pentz Drive, past SANCCOB, to the four-way stop. Turn
right into Grey Avenue and drive two blocks down to the water, following the road to the entrance hut
at the Milnerton Aquatic Club gates. Park outside the gates just to the right and walk to the Environment
Centre to avoid the parking levy. There is an entrance charge of R12 or R6 for pensioners.
Leader: TBA
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick
Sun 20

082 705 1536

MONTHLY OUTING: PAARL BIRD SANCTUARY

Meet at 09h00. White-faced and Black Ducks and Hottentot Teal are often seen here, and well
camouflaged Water Thick-knees in surprising numbers if you look carefully. This is one place where you
are certain to see Grey-headed Gulls.
Directions: Take the N1 to Paarl. When you have passed Paarl on the left and before you get to the
Toll Plaza, take the R303/Jan van Riebeeck Road off ramp to the left. Continue along the R303 with the
Industrial Area on your left. At the end of this area you will see Div Foods factory on your left as well as
a brown directional sign to the bird sanctuary. Turn left at these traffic lights and travel to the end of Van
der Stel Road, turning right into Drommedaris Street and then left again to cross over the railway line.
(Take care here.) Proceed to the gate of the works, sign in and wait to meet with the leader.
Leader: TBA
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick

082 705 1536
31
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AUGUST
Sat 2

RONDEVLEI OUTING

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN AUGUST
See page 29 for contact details

Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings
are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners
are especially welcome. Duration about 2½
hours but you can stay as long as you like. See
under 7 June for directions.
Convenor: Merle Chalton
Thurs 14

Sun 3
Sat 9
Sun 10

021 686 8951

08h00 . Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
14h00 . Zandvlei Hack
08h00 . Strandfontein Count

Thurs 14 08h30 . Wildevoëlvlei Count
Sat 30
09h00 . Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count

WEEKDAY OUTING:
WILDEVOëLVLEI

Meet at 08h30. This area is good for water birds and has even been visited by the vagrant Franklin’s
Gull. The monthly bird count will be conducted during this visit.
Directions: From the Sun Valley 4-way traffic lights take the road to Kommetjie. Continue for 2.3 km
and turn right at the Compass Bakery (where you can purchase Woolworths overruns!). Meet near the
Main Sewage Works at the end of the road.
Leader: Eric Barnes
021 782 5429
082 705 1536
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick
Thurs 14

EVENING MEETING: "HONEY BEES"
Speaker: Jenny Cullinan

Meet at 20h00. Jenny Cullinan comes from a farming background which led to her passion for bees.
Her knowledge on the topic is astounding and she will explain how and why the bees in the Cape are
different from others elsewhere in the country. She will reveal habits of bees that you are unlikely to
have heard before. Also, bee diseases have caused serious problems throughout the world and the
preservation of our unique bees from similar problems is a matter that we all need to understand. Jenny
has been highly recommended and her presentation is guaranteed to interest all nature lovers.
Sun 17

MONTHLY OUTING: TIENIE VERSVELD NATURE RESERVE & DARLING AREA

Meet at 08h30. This 22 ha reserve on the West Coast boasts a list of at least 60 birds. This is also the
best time for the flowers of this quaint reserve. We will also visit other attractions in the area. These will
be determined closer to the time, depending on rainfall in the area.
Directions: Follow the R27 coastal road from Cape Town towards Yzerfontein. After about 80km the
turnoff to Yzerfontein will be seen on the left. Turn right here and proceed towards Darling on the R315.
Driving another 3 km you should see the signpost marking the reserve on the right of the road. We
meet at the stile access point in the fence line. Bring your brunch and something warm to drink. Insect
repellent is also recommended to deter the bugs.
Leader: TBA
Enquiries: Helen Fenwick
Sat 23

082 705 1536

HOERIKWAGGO HALF DAY COURSE BY JIM HALLINAN

SEPTEMBER
Sat 6

RONDEVLEI OUTING

Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Duration about 2½ hours but you can stay as long as you like. See under 7 June for directions.
Convenor: Merle Chalton

021 686 8951
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Tues 9

WEEKDAY OUTING: JONKERSDAM (GLENCAIRN)

Meet at 08h30.
Directions: From Cape Town take the M3 towards Steenberg, then carry on over Ou Kaapse Weg to
Sun Valley. Continue straight through two sets of traffic lights and then up Black Hill in the direction
of Simon's Town. At the crest of the hill there is a lay-by area on the right of the road (on the left if
coming from Fish Hoek or Simon's Town). This is where the path to the dam commences. We park
and meet here.
Leader: Chris Spengler
Thurs 11

021 785 2992

EVENING MEETING: 'AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 BIRDS'
Speaker: Trevor Hardaker

Meet at 20h00. Trevor Hardaker, one-time chairman of the Cape Bird Club, current chairman of the
Rarities Committee and expert on all things ornithological, needs little introduction as a speaker for
our September meeting. As an exceptional photographer he is able to record his travels with images
that hold his audience spellbound. In this presentation he will be showcasing some of the amazing
species around the world that he has already been fortunate enough to see.
Fri 19
- Sun 21

WEEKEND CAMP AT STANFORD
See notice on page 11 for details

Sun 28

MONTHLY OUTING: SIR LOWRY'S PASS (Provisional)

The outing to this venue was cancelled last year due to adverse weather conditions, so we hope to be
more fortunate this year. If arrangements can be finalised full details will be given in the September
issue of Promerops.

3 Bandit Tours

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN SEPTEMBER
See page 29 for contact details
Sun 7
08h00 . Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
Thurs 11 08h30 . Wildevoëlvlei Count
Sat 13
14h00 . Zandvlei Hack
Sun 14
08h00 . Strandfontein Count
Sat 27
09h00 . Paarl Bird Sanctuary

(Your personalised Tour Guiding Operator)

Upcoming Trips
1. Augrabies and Kgalagadi.
03 to 14 August: This is a camping experience
not to be missed. See all the Raptors and
Predators in their natural habitat. If you haven’t
experienced the Kalahari, this is your chance.
2. Karoo, Camdeboo, Mt Zebra and Tanqua Parks.
23 to 31 August: This is a camping trip to SA
National Parks. An experience you will always
remember. Only 3 places available.

PROMEROPS IS
YOUR MAGAZINE!

3. Namaqualand Flowers and Feathers Tour.
19 to 24 September: This is a spectacle to be
seen. Accommodation will be on a self-catering
basis on a Namaqua Farm, amongst the flowers.

The deadline for our next issue
is 16 July. We welcome all new
contributors so please send us
your reports, notes and photos,
comments or queries. Your editors
would love to hear from you.
Our contact details (email, fax or
phone) can be found on page 2.

4. Tanqua Karoo and Bushmanland Tour.
10 to 14 October: Experience the Flowers of the
Tanqua and the Larks of Bushmanland. Stay on
local farms and enjoy their hospitality.
For more details and costs contact
Mike Saunders at atserve@mweb.co.za
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PUMULA LODGE - B&B, KNYSNA

CBC SMALLS

Nestled between the town of Knysna and
the famous Knysna Heads, lies Pumula
Lodge - "the place of rest". The lodge, with
its tranquil parkland setting where nature
lovers can enjoy the abundant bird life
supported by the beautiful gardens. Over
100 species have been identified. Private
entrances to en-suite bedrooms, each with a
deck overlooking the gardens and swimming
pool. "Tree-top" breakfasts, secure undercover
parking, communal kitchenette and barbecue
facility. Close to golf courses, bird sanctuary
and restaurants. Regret no children under
10. Master/Visa Credit cards. Non-smoking
lodge. TGCSA 3 Star B&B. Accredited by Knysna
Tourism. Eco-Friendly Establishment. www.
pumulalodge.co.za Email: info@pumulalodge.
co.za Tel: 044 3841193 Fax: 0865 538 292
Mobile: 082 569 7856

CBC Small Ads is a free service to members
(max. 50 words)
"Repeats" strictly subject to space being available.
Cost to non-members R60,00 for 50 words plus
heading, additional words pro rata.
Cash with order, please
For ad bookings/enquiries,
Tel/Fax: (021) 981-1275 or
email johobbs@lantic.net
BIRD PAINTINGS FOR SALE
Two outstanding portfolios of collections in
excellent condition:
1. Leigh Voigt: 6 exquisitely painted signed proof
prints of eagle heads (530 x 420 mm.). R600.
2. Claude Finch-Davies: 12 magnificently striking
prints of indigenous birds (350 x 300 mm.). R600.
Phone Ivor Jardine 021 689 9031.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
WHEN PLANNING YOUR
BIRDING WEEKENDS

GLEN HOUSE, KNYSNA
Self-catering units situated in the secluded
village of Lake Brenton opposite Yellowwood
Bird Sanctuary. Facilities include M-Net,
separate braai areas, covered parking,
patio and peaceful garden surrounds where
bushbuck still roam freely. Seasonal rates from
R150 pppd. Contact Pat Booysen, Tel. or Fax:
044 381 0048, Cell 072 129 3684 or e-mail
pbooysen@mweb.co.za
GROOT WINTERHOEK MOUNTAINS

Jessie Blackshaw

Pristine fynbos, waterfalls, bushman caves,
wildlife and excellent birding including
resident pair of Black Eagles, Eagle Owls,
Nightjars and more. Gorgeous walks and
views. Two fully equipped s/c cottages sleeping
6 and 4 in the Winterhoek mountains above
Porterville, looking down onto Beaverlac and
Oliphants Valley. R900 and R600 per night.
Contact: adbrown@law.co.za or visit website at
www.ratelfarming.co.za
The deadline for our September issue
will be 16 July 2014. Please let us
have your contributions.
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After raiding Jessie Blackshaw's garden for apples
on the bird feeder, this baboon helped himself to a
good drink from the sunbird feeder.
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GARDEN SUNBIRD FEEDER
2.

1.

Remove the screw top of a 250ml fruit
juice bottle and remove the white cap
which closes the spout.

3.

Obtain a square 1.5 litre fruit juice bottle.
Glue a copper elbow onto the cap spout,
obtainable from hardware store (R4.00).
This has a snug fit over the bottle cap.
A square bottle is easier to handle than
a round one as the wires neatly fit into
the grooves.

4.

Bend wire around the bottle to facilitate
hanging at a slight angle. Liquid will not
run out. This may take a bit of fiddling but
eventually you will work out the angle of
the bend.
Mixture:
I use 4 tablespoons to 1.5 litres of water,
and add a pinch of red colorant, this can
be discarded once they get used to the
bottle. Hang it in the shade if possible,
otherwise the sunlight may ferment it.
Mine hangs in the shade next to the bird
feeder. When replacing the liquid clean
with hot water and a bottle brush so as
to kill the bacteria that could breed in
the mixture.
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Use a reed stem and bend it to form a "U"
shape and tape onto bottle. A reed is used
as it does not break right through, it just
kinks. This will create a step for the birds to
sit on. Mine has been on the bottle for the
last 6 months, but if it needs to be replaced
it is easy and inexpensive. If you are handy,
then you can devise a smarter step. Birds
don't mind what they sit on!!
Many thanks to Brian Vanderwalt for sharing
these instructions with us so that you can
make your own sunbird feeder bottle.
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